
Jan Tomczyk and many of his  friends  were still on the other 
side of where that wall had been. If  they ever had an inclination 
to leave, the constraint of God’s call kept them east of an 
easier life. They were there to spread the gospel amongst their 
people. And spread it they have.
Communism was the political system that erected that wall. It 
stood against Christianity, and against those that shared it with 
others. Suspicion, surveillance, entrapment, and threat were 
regular companions  of those that made disciples. But they still 

did it. Largely devoid of the fellowship of the rest of the body, 
they carried on, mostly illegally. They prevailed - and the 
church grew. Churches  were started, a camp, and even a 
seminary.

What the wall’s destruction brought was  an incredible 
opportunity for the rest of us to more readily come alongside 
them for fellowship and service. 
Included in this  newsletter are a few of the ways you can play 
a part.
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DESTRUCTION OF THE OMINOUS BERLIN 
WALL MARKED A NEW ERA FOR POLAND, 
LONG HELD CAPTIVE BY COMMUNISM

Where were you when the wall came tumbling down?

You can help establish ch
urches!  You can help with camp ministry! You can help with the seminary!

   You can be a part of making a difference for God in Poland!



Good things happening in Bydgoszcz

News from the Polish churches.

Pastor Jan Tomczyk sends news of a move of the Spirit 
resulting in nine people accepting Christ, and following him in 

the obedience of water baptism.
The Bygoszcz church has planted nine other churches in  

Poland since its inception in 1976.

 God at work in the church in Pszczyna

Through therapy for drug addiction Mariusz and Basia have 
both experienced the power of God in their lives. 
Pastor Tomasz Chylka (right) is their counselor. 

Tomasz’s church is in process of planting another church in 
Tychy, not far from Pszczyna.

Yet another way you can make a difference...
Special projects!

! ! ! ! ! The construction or remodeling of all 
            three of these buildings was the result of
    the efforts of Polish laborers, and friends from outside of Poland. 

Sharing human and financial resources with others in the body like this is what Jesus calls us to do.  
It furthers his work and fulfills our lives.

FAST FACTS:
Fewer than 1% of Poland’s population are 
evangelicals.

There are 100 cities in Poland larger than 
25,000 that have no local evangelical church.

Almost all evangelical pastors must work at 
secular jobs in order to make it financially.

ACTION INFORMATION:

Want to be more involved? Contact us for how you can!
Poland Evangelical Mission
1928 Commonwealth Blvd.
Chanhassen, MN  55317

952-448-5643
www.polandem.org

bonars@embarqmail.com
YOUR FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS ARE APPRECIATED, AND USED 

TO SPREAD THE GOSPEL 

1. Jan Tomczyk - health issues; tests ongoing.

2. Summer camps which start in June, and run throughout the summer.

3. Polish pastors as they lead their congregations.

4. PEM, as we contact more people to become a part of the ministry.

Please
pray for:
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